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ABSTRACT
An important challenge in modern functional proteomics is the
prediction of the functional behavior of proteins. Motifs in protein
chains can make such a prediction possible. The correlation
between protein properties and their motifs is not always obvious,
since more than one motifs may exist within a protein chain.
Thus, the behavior of a protein is a function of many motifs,
where some overpower others. In this paper a data mining
approach for a motif-based classification of proteins is presented.
A new classification algorithm that induces rules and exploits
finite state automata is introduced. First, data are modeled by
terms of prefix tree acceptors, which are later merged into finite
state automata. Finally, a new algorithm is proposed, for the
induction of protein classification rules from finite state automata.
The data mining model is trained and tested using various protein
and protein class subsets, as well as the whole dataset of known
proteins and protein classes. Results indicate the efficiency of our
technique compared to other known data mining algorithms.

where and which proteins will react; it does not even specify if
they will ever be created in the first place. For these reasons, one
of the greatest challenges in modern bioinformatics is the exact
and reliable modeling of protein behavior and functionality.
Proteins are large molecules composed of one or more chains of
amino acids in a specific order. The order is determined by the
base sequence of nucleotides in the gene that codes the protein.
Figure 1 displays the 499 amino acid sequence that forms the
P04591 protein chain. Each amino acid in the sequence is
represented by its formal abbreviation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The greatest achievement in bioinformatics is, without any doubt,
the decoding of the DNA. Knowledge of the genetic code enables
a better understanding of the mechanism for the creation of all
proteins necessary for a cell. However, knowing how a protein is
created does not provide any information on how it will be used.
All cell functions are performed by specifically designed proteins
and not by DNA or RNA. The genetic code does not specify how,
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 1. P04591 (Gag polyprotein – GAG_HV1H2) protein chain
Depending on their functionality, proteins are classified into
classes (or protein families). All proteins in the same class share
strong structure similarities and therefore exhibit similar behavior.
Until recently, the biological properties of proteins had to be
experimentally determined by means of costly and timeconsuming methods. Bioinformatics on the other hand uses
computational methods to address such problems.
Prediction of protein functionality is possible because of the
occurrence of motifs in the protein chain. Motifs are short amino

acid sequences with specific order. As they are the main factors
determining protein behavior, they can be used to predict its main
functions. It must be noted that there is not always a direct
association between motifs and properties because there may be
more than one motif present in a protein chain. As a result, the
final properties of the protein are a function of many motifs, with
some overpowering or amplifying others.
Motifs can be divided into two main categories: patterns and
profiles. Patterns are the simplest form of motifs. An example of a
pattern is the following:
[IV] – G – x – G – T – [LIVMF] – x(2) – [GS]

The expression means that the amino acid in the first position can
be either an Isoleucine (I) or a Valine (V), followed only by a
Glycine (G). Symbol x is a wild card character and x(2) means
that two positions can be occupied by any of the 20 amino acids.
On the other hand, profiles are multiple sequence alignments,
represented by alignment matrices. The main difference between
patterns and profiles is that the latter return a similarity score as
opposed to the binary TRUE/FALSE returned by a pattern.

Acceptor, which is then transformed into a more generalized
Finite State Automaton. Finally, rules extracted from the
Automaton are applied on the test set, in order to evaluate the
efficiency of the methodology. In this paper, after a brief outline
of the PROTEAS methodology, the theoretical concepts
concerning Finite State Automata are discussed. Following a
detailed description of each step of the process, comparative
experimental results are presented together with some
conclusions.

2. METHODOLOGY OUTLINE
The main goal of the PROTEAS methodology is the extraction of
protein classification rules from a Finite State Automaton, which
is a generalized model of the protein data. The methodology is
illustrated in a block diagram form in Figure 2. The different steps
of the process are described below.
Using a supervised motif database (in our case PROSITE), the
train and test datasets are created, which are mutually exclusive.
In both cases, the class in which the protein belongs to, as well as
the motifs it contains, is known.

There are two main methods of identifying and discovering motifs
in protein sequences, either by unsupervised pattern
inferencing, using any known machine learning methods, or by
supervised pattern discovery, usually after experiments and
expert confirmation. For the second case, the best solution for
motifs search is the PROSITE ([11], [30]) database, which
contains a comprehensive list of documented protein domains
constructed by expert molecular biologists. Similar databases
are PFAM ([3], [31]), PRINTS ([1], [32]) and SMART [21].
The most popular methods in protein classification, approach
the problem using sequence alignments, either by performing
pairwise or multiple alignments (Hidden Markov Models),
utilizing mainly heuristic algorithms. However, the use of
alignments implies that homologous segments in different
protein sequences conserve their order, thus contradicting with
the evolutionary genetic recombination and re-shuffling [26].
On the other hand, it is widely accepted that classifiers
utilizing alignment-based features (such as motifs) at the low
end of running time complexity, are inherently ineffective due
to unreliable alignments at low sequence identity [8].
Consequently, computational methods that do not utilize
alignments have become the focus in computational biology.
These methods originate from Chaos Theory, Kolmogorov
complexity [26] and Machine Learning techniques [2], such as
text mining [7] and data mining ([12], [16], [25]). So far there are
many data mining algorithms for protein classification using
motifs in the protein chains, both in artificial intelligence and
pattern recognition literature. Some generate decision trees ([27],
[24]) others use neural networks [5], statistical models ([10],
[18]) or combinations of classification algorithms [9]. However,
the majority of the approaches to this problem utilize the actual
aminoacid sequence of the proteins in question, in order to extract
the appropriate classification models ([4], [17]).
A novel approach to this problem utilizing Finite State Automata
to process the motifs that appear in a protein sequence, instead of
the actual aminoacids, namely the PROTEAS methodology, is
presented in this paper. Initially, protein data from an expertbased database is divided into two disjoint sets, the training and
the test set. The training set is used to construct a Prefix Tree

Figure 2. The PROTEAS methodology
In the next step a Prefix Tree Acceptor (PTA) is formed from the
protein chains of the train set. The PTA is consequently
transformed into an equivalent stochastic deterministic finite state
automaton (FSA) using the Alergia algorithm [6]. The
equivalence of the two forms allows us to extract information
about the proteins directly from the structure of the FSA. As the
FSA is a more general representation of the actual dataset used,
rather than a strict image like the PTA, it is possible to calculate
certain probabilities, such as the probability that a protein chain
contains a specific motif, or the probability that a protein chain
containing two certain motifs belongs to a specific class.
Using those probabilities we can construct rules that describe the
classification of the proteins in the dataset. The rules can be

simple, such as “If motif a is present in the protein chain, then the
protein belongs to class Y”, or more complex, in the form of “If
motifs a and b are present in the protein chain, then the protein
belongs in class P with probability p or in class Q with
probability q”.

3. FINITE STATE AUTOMATA
At this point a short introduction to the concepts borrowed from
the Finite State Automata theory is necessary [15]. A Finite State
Automaton is a model of computation consisting of a set of states,
a start state, an input alphabet and a transition function that maps
input symbols and current states to a next state. Computation
begins in the start state with an input string and it changes to new
states depending on the transition function. There are many
variants, for instance machines giving actions (outputs) associated
with transitions (Mealy machine) or states (Moore machine),
multiple start states, transitions conditioned on no input symbols
(nulls) etc.
The variant used in the proposed methodology is a deterministic
finite state automaton (DFA), which has at most one transition for
each symbol and state. A DFA Μ is defined as a 5-tuple of the
form:
Μ = (Κ, Σ, δ, s, F), where:

where w΄ a sequence of any length (i.e. containing any number of
symbols, including 0).
It is obvious that for a given set of sequences, it is possible to
construct a corresponding set of prefixes. In the new set, every
element – prefix will be a sequence of less or at most equal length
to the sequence it came from. At the same time, however, the new
set allows for the identification of any sequence, using fewer
symbols.
The prefixes can be used for the construction of a DFA, which
accepts only them, known as a Prefix Tree Acceptor (PTA). As
every sequence is a prefix of itself (w΄ is null), a PTA can be
created from the original sequences. For example, using the
following sequences:
w1 = aaaaab
w2 = abbaaa
w3 = bababa
the corresponding PTA is depicted in Figure 3.

(1)

Κ is the set of states,
Σ is the input alphabet,
s ∈ K is the start state,
F ⊆ Κ is the set of end states and
δ is the transition function from Κ × Σ to Κ.
An input string (composed of symbols contained in Σ) is accepted
by the DFA when, while reading it, M goes over (according to δ:
Κ × Σ → Κ) from state to state (starting from state s) and ends
(exhausting the input string) to any state that belongs to the set of
end states F. The most important aspect of the DFA, with regards
to other finite state variants, is that from a state q and using the
same symbol, the next state is always a specific state q΄. In other
variants, such as the non-deterministic finite state automata, the
transition from a state q using the same symbol, may lead to more
than one next states q΄.
Finally, another form of DFA is the stochastic deterministic finite
state automaton (S-DFA). The main difference between a DFA
and an S-DFA is that the latter introduces the concept of the
transition probability, i.e. the probability of transition between
states according to δ: Κ × Σ → Κ. The result of this probability is
that some transitions are favored over others.

Figure 3. A PTA constructed from the original sequences
However, it is obvious that this PTA can be reduced in size if the
corresponding set of prefixes is used for its creation. The set of
prefixes with minimum length of the previous sequences, while
still having the capability of differentiation, is the following:
wp1 = aa
wp2 = ab
wp3 = b
and the new PTA is shown in Figure 4.

4. PREFIX TREE ACCEPTOR
The next step in PROTEAS is the construction of a prefix tree
acceptor from a set of protein sequences.
Given a random sequence of symbols (e.g. w = a1a2a3…an), a
prefix of the sequence w is any subsequence wp of w for which:
w = wp w΄

(2)

Figure 4. A PTA constructed from the minimum prefixes

In our case, the set of sequences is the set of protein sequences.
However, the actual symbols of the amino acids are not used, as
every protein sequence is replaced by the corresponding sequence
of motifs present in it. The PTA is constructed in the same way
using symbol sequences, but in this case each symbol is a motif.
Using as an example the protein sequence in Figure 1, the whole
amino acid sequence can be replaced by motif PS50158 (amino
acids 389 – 427) due to the fact that it is the only motif present.
The PTA construction algorithm is presented in Figure 5. As
input, the algorithm requires a set of proteins. Starting from the
first protein in the set, the algorithm creates the corresponding
sequence of motifs. Then, starting at the start state of the PTA, it
examines if there exists a transition to a next state using the first
motif in the motif sequence. In case there is such a transition, the
algorithm moves to the new state and to the second motif in the
sequence. If no such transition exists, the algorithm creates a new
state and connects it to the start state using a transition with the
first motif. This procedure is repeated until all motif sequences
have been traversed, at which point a full PTA has been
constructed.
algorithm PTACreator
input:
a set of proteins
output:
a prefix tree acceptor
begin
do (for every protein in the training set)
motifs = findProteinChain(protein)
currentState = firstNode(PTA)
do (for every motif m in the sequence motifs)

transformation is the Alergia algorithm, proposed by R.C.
Carrasco and J. Oncina [6].
However, in order to apply the Alergia algorithm, certain
statistical parameters must be included in the PTA. These are:
• For every state i, the number of sequences ni that have
arrived there must be known.
• For every state i, the number of sequences fi(#) that have
ended there must be known.
• For every transition α from any given state i, the number of
sequences fi(α) that have used it must be known.
All these parameters can be easily included during the PTA
construction. The ratios fi(α)/ni and fi(#)/ni correspond to the
probability pi(α) of the transition α and the ending probability pif.
The Alergia algorithm compares pairs of states (qi, qj) with 1 ≤
i ≤ j – 1 and 2 ≤ j ≤ |PTA|, where |PTA| the number of states in the
PTA. Two states are equivalent when they have the same
transition probabilities for every symbol α and their next states are
also equivalent:
qi ≡ q j ⇒

⎧p ( α ) = p ( α )
, ∀α
⎨
⎩δ (i ) ≡ δ ( j )
i

α

if (currentState has no transition for motif m)
add a new state
add a transition between the current state and
the new state with motif m.
currentState = newState
else
find the end state to which current state
transits using motif m.
currentState = endState
end if
end do

j

(4)

α

However, a strict association (such as equivalence) will lead to an
FSA that is in complete correspondence to the original PTA and
not a generalization. For this reason, a confidence parameter is
introduced, together with the concept of compatibility between
states. In this case, two states are merged when they are equivalent
within some tolerance limits. The Alergia algorithm is detailed
in the original paper [6] but for clarity, a brief description is
included here.

end do
end algorithm PTACreator

Figure 5. PTACreator algorithm
Given that there are P proteins in the set, every protein has at
most M motifs and there are A different motifs altogether, the time
complexity of the PTACreator algorithm is:
Ο(P, M, A) = P x Μ x (Α – 1)

(3)

However, as both M and A can be considered constant, the time
complexity of the algorithm rises linearly to the number P of
proteins in the set.
Figure 6. Alergia algorithm

5. MERGING TO FSA
The next step in PROTEAS is the construction of an S-DFA,
using the previously created PTA. This construction is, in essence,
the transformation of the PTA by means of a systematic merging
of statistically equivalent states. The algorithm that performs this

The algorithm (Figure 6) accepts as input a PTA. The start state
and the next state are checked for compatibility (Compatible
algorithm). If they are compatible, they are merged, and the new
construct is checked for conservation of determinism. Then, the
start state and the second state are checked for compatibility, and

so forth, until all states are checked. The same procedure is
repeated for every state after the start state including compatibility
checks to all remaining states.

probability of a subsequence appearing in a random sequence
[14].

The Compatible algorithm (Figure 7) checks for the
compatibility between two states that are given as input. Initially
it checks for the termination probabilities (Different
algorithm). If the probabilities are different, then the states are not
compatible and the algorithm terminates. In the other case, all
possible transitions from the original states are checked
recursively for compatibility.
Finally, the Different algorithm (Figure 8) is simply a
Hoeffding limit check [6]. The algorithm receives the statistical
parameters of the two states in question as input, and returns a
boolean output.
If the number of states in the final FSA is m, and the number of
different symbols is A, then according to algorithm
Compatible, in each state (A – 1) checks are performed.
However, the nodes are checked diagonally (i < j). Thus, the time
complexity of the Alergia algorithm is

1

× m× (m- 1 )× (A+ 1 ) .

2

Theoretically, the worst case scenario is a third degree polynomial
time complexity. Experimentally however [6], time complexity
proves to be linear to the size m of the FSA.

Figure 8. Different algorithm
However, the input protein data contains no information regarding
the order of appearance, in the sense that there is no knowledge of
which motif appears first or comes after. Such being the case, it is
imperative to transform the existing algorithm to allow both for
sequences and sets.
The algorithm proposed by P. Hingston [14] calculates the
probability of appearance of an ordered set of symbols in any
given sequence. For example, the probability of sequences that
contain symbol x, followed by symbol y is computed and
generalized for n symbols (i.e. sequences of the form x1, x2, … xn,
y).
This method can be generalized to allow for sets of elements,
rather than sequences. Given two symbols, a and b, the
probability of them appearing in a sequence, in any order, can be
calculated as follows:

P(a + b) =

Figure 7. Compatible algorithm

6. EXTRACTION OF SET
PROBABILITIES
Following the construction of the FSA, useful information can be
extracted from it, such as the probability of a specific set of
symbols (motifs) appearing in a random sequence generated by
the FSA. In literature, there exist algorithms which compute the

+ P(a → b)

+

P(b → a)

– P(a → b → a)

–

P(b → a → b)

+ P(a → b → a → b)

+

P(b → a → b → a)

–…

–

…

It is obvious that the probability P(a + b) can be calculated as an
infinite sum. Every term adds or subtracts a small quantity, which
is due to the overlapping of the probabilities. For example, the
sequence aba will be taken into account both in the evaluation of
P(a → b) and in the evaluation of P(b → a), and thus must be
subtracted once as the probability P(a → b → a). This logic can
be generalized for n symbols, as shown in the algorithm of Figure
9.
If the final FSA has K states and A different symbols (motifs), the
time complexity to evaluate a probability with n symbols is
calculated as follows:

Figure 9. ProbExtractor algorithm
⎛ A⎞
of symbols must be
⎝ ⎠
performed. For each one of the combinations, all permutations are
calculated (i! for every combination of i symbols), and for each
permutation, i matrix inversions are performed (one for each
symbol). Given that the best complexity for matrix inversion is
proportional to the cube of the matrix dimension, the total time
complexity of the ProbExtractor algorithm is:
n

For n symbols,

∑ comb ⎜ i ⎟ combinations
i =1

Ο(A, K, n)

n ⎛
A!
3⎞
= ∑ ⎜
⋅i ⋅ K ⎟
(
A
i
)!
−
⎝
⎠
i =1

and Y is a class (or family) of elements, then they are
classification rules.
Every rule has two qualitative attributes: support and confidence.
They are defined as:
support(X → Y) = p(X → Y)
confidence( X → Y ) =

or
confidence( X → Y ) =

After the successful modeling of the protein sequences, first as a
PTA and then as an S-DFA, the final step in the PROTEAS
methodology is the rule extraction. Rules are logical relations that
represent associations between elements in a set ([28], [29]).
Usually they are of the form X → Y, which can be read as
“Elements that satisfy X will possibly satisfy Y also”. Depending
on what X and Y actually are, rules can be divided into association
rules and classification rules. If X and Y are simple attributes of
the elements, then they are association rules. If X is an attribute

X ∪Y
X

(5)

7. CLASSIFICATION RULES INDUCTION

(6)

support( X → Y )

(7)

support( X )

In practice, support signifies the frequency of the appearance of
the rule, where confidence represents the weight of the rule.

Finally, another attribute of the rules, used for their evaluation, is
interest, defined as:

Figure 10. RuleCreator algorithm
interest( X → Y ) =

p( X ∪ Y )
p( X ) ⋅ p( Y )

=

support(X → Y )
support( X ) ⋅ support( Y )

(8)

Interest represents the dependency between X and Y. The closer
interest is to 1, the more independent are X and Y. By using a
threshold in interest, it is possible to extract only rules that are
applied to independent attributes, i.e. strong and interesting rules:
If

p( X ∪ Y )
p( X ) ⋅ p( Y )

− 1 ≥ min_interest

then rule X → Y is interesting.

# proteins that contain motif X AND belong to class Υ

(10)

# proteins that contain X

support(Χ → Υ ) =

# proteins that contain motif Χ OR belong to class Y

p( X, Y ∪ Y ∪ Y ) =
1 2 3

# proteins that contain X AND belong to Y ∪ Y ∪ Y
1 2 3
#proteins that belong to Y ∪ Y ∪ Y
1 2 3

for every motif, or combination of motifs, X which appears in the
input sequences. It is obvious that if in the FSA construction all
available protein families are used, then the probability will be
transformed to:

(11)

p( X ) =

support(Y) =

support(Y ) =

# protein that belong to class Y

(13)

# proteins that belong to class Y

(17)

# proteins in the set

(12)

# proteins in the set

(16)

In this way, it is established that the attribute support(X) can be
directly calculated from the “total” FSA. On the other hand, the
attribute support(Y) can be evaluated during the PTA creation,
since it is merely a recording of how often a protein family is
encountered:

p( Y ) =
# proteins that contain motif X

# proteins that contain motif X
# proteins in the set

# proteins in the set
support(Χ ) =

(15)

(9)

In the case of protein data, X is a combination of motifs, and Y is a
combination of protein classes. It is obvious that the rules created
in this way are classification rules and their attributes can be
defined as follows:
confidence(Χ → Υ ) =

In this case, if an S-DFA is constructed using only three protein
families (namely Y1, Y2 and Y3), then from this automaton, the
following probabilities can be calculated:

The confidence attribute can be evaluated from a “local” FSA, in
the sense that it is constructed using a subset of the protein
families:

# proteins in the set

It must be noted that instead of a single motif or class, X and Y
can represent a set of motifs or classes, respectively.
These attributes can be evaluated from the set probabilities
calculated from the FSA, which can be redefined using the protein
data.
p( X, Y ) =

# proteins that contain motif X AND belong to class Y
# proteins that belong to class Y

(14)

confidence( X → Y ) =

support(X, local FSA) ⋅ support(Y)

(18)

support(X, total FSA)

Finally, using well known set operations, the final attribute can be
calculated as follows:
support(X → Y) =
support(X) + support(Y) – confidence(X → Y) support(X) (19)

To sum up, for every rule X → Y, the corresponding attributes can
be calculated from an FSA using the following equations:

support(X → Y) =
support(X) + support(Y) – confidence(X → Y) support(X)
confidence( X → Y ) =

support(X, local FSA) ⋅ support(Y)

(20)
(21)

PDOC00067, PDOC00072, PDOC00075, PDOC00160,
PDOC00164, PDOC00166, PDOC00167, PDOC00171,
PDOC00298, PDOC00300, PDOC00304, PDOC00305,
PDOC00307, PDOC00310, PDOC00485, PDOC00486,
PDOC00490, PDOC00495, PDOC00499, PDOC00722 and
PDOC00728
Again, the experiments were performed multiple times, and the
results shown in Table 2.

support(X, total FSA)

Based on the previous theoretical analysis, the RuleCreator
algorithm is presented in Figure 10.

Table2. Comparative Experiments with [13]
Number of Classes

PROTEAS

Gen-Miner

8. EXPERIMENTS

10

93.713 %

80.130 %

In order to validate the correctness of the PROTEAS
methodology, the experimental procedures presented in [27] and
[13] were used.

19

94.310 %

84.268 %

28

75.983 %

74.490 %

In the first case, the input was the 10 PROSITE protein
families that were used in [27] (PDOC00064, PDOC00154,
PDOC00224, PDOC00271, PDOC00343, PDOC00561,
PDOC00662, PDOC00670, PDOC00791, PDOC50007),
containing 585 protein sequences. Each time, a different portion
of the initial data set was used for training, and the same
experiment was performed multiple times. The average of the
results is presented in Table 1.

A final experiment was performed on all available protein classes
(Table 3). In this case, it was not possible to perform a
comparative experiment, as we were not able to find another
algorithm in literature that could accommodate all the protein
families.

Table3. Experiment on all protein classes
Table 1 Comparative Experiments with [27][27]
Train Set (%) /

Number of Classes

PROTEAS

1100

41.388 %

PROTEAS

Decision Tree
Algorithm [27]

2 (%) / 100 (%)

84.441 %

59.1 %

3 (%) / 100 (%)

83.232 %

71.7 %

5 (%) / 100 (%)

88.670 %

82.7 %

10 (%) / 100 (%)

96.223 %

94.0 %

20 (%) / 100 (%)

96.525 %

95.1 %

30 (%) / 100 (%)

99.546 %

96.5 %

40 (%) / 100 (%)

99.697 %

98.4 %

50 (%) / 100 (%)

99.546 %

99.0 %

9. CONCLUSIONS

60 (%) / 100 (%)

99.697 %

98.7 %

99 (%) / 100 (%)

99.697 %

99.8 %

We have proposed a data mining methodology for interesting rule
extraction, based on the construction of a stochastic deterministic
finite state automaton. Using the protein sequences, a prefix tree
acceptor is constructed, and consequently merged into an
equivalent but more generalized finite state automaton. We have
shown a new algorithm to extract set probabilities from an FSA,
as opposed to sequence probabilities. Finally, we have applied the
algorithm to create and evaluate classification rules for protein
data.

Test Set (%)

In the second case [13], the portion of the initial data was kept
constant, but the number of protein classes was varied. The 10 –
class dataset is the one used in [27]. The 20 – and 30 – class
datasets are the following:
20 – Class dataset: PDOC00020, PDOC00023,
PDOC00335, PDOC00340, PDOC00344,
PDOC00561, PDOC00564, PDOC00567,
PDOC00790, PDOC00793, PDOC00800,
PDOC50001, PDOC50006 and PDOC50017

PDOC00027,
PDOC00552,
PDOC00789,
PDOC00803,

30 – Class dataset: PDOC00010, PDOC00013, PDOC00021,
PDOC00024, PDOC00027, PDOC00031, PDOC00061,

From the results, it is obvious that the classifier accuracy for the
total of the protein families available in PROSITE is not
satisfactory. However, it must be noted that the classifier was built
using the simplest rules possible, i.e. one motif X → one class Y,
owing to the high time complexity of the methodology. These
simple rules cannot accurately describe the actual protein dataset,
where each protein contains approximately five different motifs.
Notwithstanding this fact, the PROTEAS methodology succeeds
in accurately classifying almost half of the proteins in the dataset.

Our results indicate that the PROTEAS methodology is efficient
compared to other algorithms in the literature. However, it must
be noted that all experiments were performed using the simple
rules, i.e. one motif X → one class Y. This is the reason for the
high classification error when the number of classes increases.
The time complexity of the algorithm also indicates that for more
complex rules the experimentation time would rise exponentially.
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